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ABSTRACT: Advanced solidstates transmitter undertakes the important responsibility of 

radar equipment. Health evaluation of solid states transmitter of intelligent substations was 

made in the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and degree of degradation evaluation method. 

Firstly, a full evaluation indicator set was established according to the latest monitoring 

information standard of the health state grid. Then, a degree of degradation algorithm model 

was set up from the hardware level through combination of analytic hierarchy process, to 

evaluate if the specified function could be accomplished. An improvement of combining 

membership degree correction with variable weight theory was proposed to reduce the deviation 

attributable to fixed membership degree and constant weight. Finally, application in solid states 

transmitter verified that the proposed method could improve evaluation reliability. 

KEYWORDS: Design and Manufacture, status evaluation, degree of degradation, analytic 

hierarchy process 

 

1INTRODUCTION 

Solid-state transmitter is an important part of 

Marine electronic equipment, and its design, 

manufacture and state assessment have become the 

focus of current research. Among them, health 

condition assessment is to make comprehensive 

analysis of the historical data of equipment or 

components, and make full use of various 

comprehensive assessment methods to evaluate 

their health condition, which is the basis of 

equipment maintenance decision (D. H. Stamatis, 

2003).Due to the hierarchical nature of health status 

assessment, AHP can be adopted to overcome the 

problem of incomplete state space information and 

find solutions to the problems of multiple objectives 

and multiple criteria (Wei He et al, 2011). The 

combination of AHP and fuzzy discrimination can 

get more accurate evaluation results (Susana 

Ferreiro. et al, 2012). Huang et al. proposed a radar 

system state evaluation method based on analytic 

hierarchy process and fuzzy evaluation theory (Liao 

J, Bi Y X and Chris N, 2012). Tan proposed a fuzzy 

time-varying AHP based on deterioration evaluation 

(Fattahi R, Khalilzadeh M, 2018).The AHP has the 

problems of scale deviation and limitations of 

dynamic evaluation, so it is necessary to modify the 

scale value to reflect more accurately people's 

intuitive judgment of the correlation of importance 

of influencing factors (Herrera-Viedma E. et al, 

2007). 

The classification of health status is an important 

part of equipment health assessment (Tomoyuki 

Mannen, Keiji Wada, 2018). According to the 

working condition of the equipment, the health 

condition can be divided into five levels: health, 

good, attention, deterioration and dangerous (Duan 

Shuchun, 2015). 

If the equipment is in "healthy" state, there is no 

need to carry out maintenance activities; if it is in 

"notice" state, it needs to arrange corresponding 

maintenance plan; if it is in "deterioration" state, it 

needs to carry out maintenance as soon as possible. 

In order to evaluate the status of the equipment, the 

first task is to determine the parameter indexes that 

can directly represent its health status, or the 

parameter index information of indirect reasoning 

judgment, which is the data basis of health 

assessment. Next, the health status of a solidstates 

transmitter with pulse compression system is 

evaluated (Bere, Berce and Nemes, 2012). 

2DESIGNS, MANUFACTURE AND 

SELECTION OF STATE PARAMETERS  

Radar transmitter is a typical RFenergy output 

device. The design and manufacture structure of a 

solid states transmitter of a pulse compression 

system is shown in figure 1. 
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Fig.1 Structure of transmitter 

The design and manufacture of solid-state 

transmitters can generally be divided into three 

functional divisions multi-stage solid-state power 

amplifier unit, multiple independent switching 

power supply and supporting cooling system. In the 

region of the solid states power amplifier, 

multistage amplifier unit is highly complex. When 

one of the power amplifier unit, transmitter 

performance is still good, but because of the number 

of power amplifier unit is more, it can't be given 

parameters for testing each power amplifier unit, so 

choose average power and driving power here two 

parameters to evaluate the overall situation of 

degradation. Switching power supply mainly 

provides power for power amplifier unit, and its 

stability plays a crucial role in the work of power 

amplifier unit. Because there are not many units, the 

voltage and ripple of each power supply need to be 

monitored. The cooling system is a mechanical 

system, which USES electric motors to drive 

cooling fluid or fans and other refrigeration devices 

to dissipate heat. Therefore, it is necessary to 

monitor the cooling fluid temperature, flow and 

other parameters of the motor. At the same time, 

parameters such as waveguide lighting also need to 

be monitored. Through the above analysis, the 

selection of health status parameters is shown in 

Table 1. 

Table1Health status parameters of transmitter 

serial 

number 
State parameter Scope Protected threshold Response time 

1 
Instantaneous 

bandwidth 
0~100% 

Bandwidth 

attenuation3% 
undefined 

2 
Frequency spectrum 

distribution 
undefined undefined undefined 

3 Spectrum purity 45 dB ~65dB 45 dB undefined 

4 Average power ±10% ±15% <2ms 

5 Pulse sequence undefined undefined undefined 

6 Peak power 0~100% 75% undefined 

7 Pulse envelope undefined undefined undefined 

8 Machine efficiency 85%~100% 85% undefined 

9 Water temperature 0~highest temperature highest temperature <80ms 

10 Waveguide pressure 85%~100% 85% <5ms 

11 Waveguide lighter No lighter have a lighter undefined 

12 traffic 85%~100% 80% <80ms 

13 Driving power ±10% ±15% <50μs 

14 Standing wave ratio 0~2 2 <50μs 

15 water pressure 85%~100% 85% <100μs 

16 
power supply 

voltage 
±10% ±15% <3ms 

17 power supply current 0~highest temperature highest temperature <200μs 

18 power supply ripple 0~2% 2% <3ms 
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Among them, the pulse train contains parameter 

information such as pulse frequency repetition and 

leakage pulse detection. 

After the health status parameters are acquired 

by the BIT technology of radar, they must be input 

into the health assessment module through data 

preprocessing. Next, the following data 

preprocessing methods are briefly introduced. 

3.DATA PREPROCESSING 

According to OSA-CBM framework, the state 

parameters of PHM are divided into four formats: 

waveform data, data sequence, numerical data and 

scalar data (Zhu Shuaijun, 2016). In order to 

normalize the health state parameters, it is necessary 

to study the preprocessing technology of the state 

information parameter data (BOUSLAH B, 

GHARBI A, PELLERIN R, 2016). The 

pretreatment of scalar data is simple. Numerical 

data need to obtain useful information according to 

the similar correlation between data (Tan Xiaodong. 

et al, 2017). Most of the data sequences are time 

series. The main task is to extract the relevant 

characteristic information and the correlation 

between them (Ming Yin. et al, 2017). However, 

waveform data generally contain random noise, so 

state parameter characteristics must be filtered out 

and extracted. Data preprocessing is relatively 

complex, so the process of data preprocessing is 

illustrated by taking linear FM wave as an example. 

In a typical pulse compression system radar, it is 

always desired to make use of the transmitter's 

power to the extreme value, so it is expected that the 

modulation waveform is an ideal rectangle, the ideal 

LFM waveform and amplitude-frequency 

characteristics simulation are shown in Figure 2, 

and the output result of pulse compression is shown 

in Figure 3. 

 

 
Fig.2 LFM waveform 

 

 

Fig.3 Pulse compression 
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However, the pulse modulated signal is always 

affected by voltage and current mutation and many 

parasitic elements, and the actual waveform shows 

an irregular characteristic similar to the rectangular 

waveform. This waveform can be realized through 

simulation, that is, on the basis of simple 

rectangular waveform with rise and fall edge time, 

pulse top fluctuation and pulse top drop, and the 

realization of pulse compression process, can 

achieve the extraction of state parameters of linear 

wave. 

(1)The effect of the front and back edge of the 

pulse 

In the original rectangular modulation signal, the 

rising edge and falling edge signals are added, thus 

becoming trapezoidal signals. Here, pulse 

modulated signal is taken as radar echo, and its 

amplitude-frequency characteristics obtained by 

simulation are shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig.4 Pulse modulation signal with fore-and-after 

jitter 
 

Compared with the original rectangular 

waveform, the two ends have slightly decreased, 

and there is no change in the phase, so it can be 

processed by pulse compression and windowing, as 

shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 

Fig.5 Pulse compression with fore-and-after jitter 

 

According to the analysis of the simulation 

results, when the width ratio of the front and rear 

edges of the input to the pulse matrix is 2.45%, the 

width of the main lobe increases slightly, about 3.28% 

and the width of the side lobe decreases slightly. 

Here, only the influence on the width of the main 

lobe is considered, and the weight is calculated as 

follows. 
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Where, i represents the weight corresponding to 

the pulse before and the pulse after. 
max

i

pt

represents the incremental influence of the pulse on 

the main lobe when it approaches the threshold. 

(2)The effect of pulse top fluctuation  

The top fluctuation in practical circuits is mainly 

caused by parasitic inductive and capacitive devices. 

The frequency characteristics of the signal with top 

fluctuation are shown in Fig. 6. After analysis, it can 

be found that there is a certain amplitude increase in 

its low frequency band, indicating that top 

fluctuation will not lead to distortion of pulse 

compression output. The waveform after windowing 

is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the amplitude 

of the main lobe increases by 0.08db due to the 

influence of top interference. It is obvious that the 

top disturbance signal has little effect on LFM 

waves. 
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Fig.6 Amplitude-frequency characteristic curve with top wave 

 

Fig.7 Pulse compression with top wave 

(3)The effect of pulse jacking 

The top pressure drops results in a decrease in 

total energy. The simulation of the modulation 

signal with top drop is carried out, and the 

frequency characteristics are shown in Fig. 8, and 

the results after pulse compression are shown in Fig. 

9. When 3% head drop is added to pulse modulation 

signal, the amplitude of main lobe decreases by 

2.3dB, thus reducing the signal energy and the 

width of main lobe increases by 6.42%, indicating 

that the detection range and range resolution of 

radar are reduced. Similarly, the characteristic 

weight of pulse jacking can be calculated according 

to Equation (1). 

 

Fig.8 Amplitude-frequency characteristic curve with pulse top fluctuation 
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Fig.9 Pulse compression with pulse top fluctuation 

 

Based on the above analysis, it is not difficult to 

get the influence of interference on the performance 

of LFM signal. Pulse front and back edge have 

slight influence on the range resolution of radar, 

while the influence of top fluctuation on radar can 

be basically ignored, while top drop has obvious 

influence on both the range resolution and distance. 

In this way, the method of data preprocessing is to 

extract the above three characteristic signals and 

comprehensively consider the weight analysis on 

the influence of distance resolution and noise 

according to the width of front and rear edges and 

the jacking degree. Weight is allocated according to 

Equation (1). At the same time, the problem of 

transmitter is judged by the top fluctuation and front 

and rear edge. 

4. CONSTRUCTION OF HEALTH STATUS 

INDEX BASED ON AHP 

Next, a solid states transmitter will be taken as 

the research object to evaluate the health state 

parameters. After the analysis of the principle and 

structure of the solid state transmitter, it is not 

difficult to find that the selected health assessment 

parameters do not have a unified representation 

form after data preprocessing, showing the 

characteristics of heterogeneity, which is not 

conducive to the establishment of degraded 

membership vector of health state parameters 

(Bouslah B, Gharbi A, Pellerin R, 2016). Here, an 

idea is introduced to represent the degraded state of 

the above isomorphic state parameters with the 

deterioration degree index and normalize them to 

the interval [0, 1]. In this way, the isomerism 

between various parameters is eliminated, and then 

the corresponding membership vector can be 

obtained based on the deterioration degree (Xu 

Xiaoyuan et al, 2017). From RF quality indicators 

and safety and reliability, comprehensive consider 

the hierarchy of transmitter health status, using the 

AHP in the correlation between every level, from 

top to bottom to synthesis of various health 

indicators, and use the intelligent fusion method to 

comprehensive and evaluation of the health status of 

the transmitter (NOURELFATH M, NAHAS N and 

BEN-DAYA M, 2016). The hierarchical structure of 

transmitter health state parameter evaluation using 

deterioration degree and analytic hierarchy process 

is shown in Fig. 10. 

The health status hierarchy of the whole 

transmitter consists of three main layers. The first 

layer is the goal layer, the second layer is index 

layer, and the third layer is the state parameter. The 

healthy state parameters of the layered structure of 

the evaluation base, among them the several state 

parameters according to the degree of importance 

weight distribution way can be used to form a kind 

of state parameter, for example, the frequency 

spectrum distribution and spectrum purity pulse 

spectrum to evaluate the health status of the 

transmitter. Here, all state parameters are 

represented by the same degradation parameter -- 

degradation degree, and the health degree of all 

state parameters is normalized to the interval of (0, 

1). Finally, an intelligent data fusion method is 

adopted to evaluate the health status of the 

transmitter.
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5.NORMALIZATION OF HEALTH STATE 

PARAMETERS BASED ON 

DETERIORATION DEGREE 

According to the above classification method of 

health state parameters, feature extraction and data 

format classification of health state parameters in 

Table 1 are conducted, and the classification results 

are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table2 Parameter format of health status  

serial number State parameter 
Data 

format 
serial number State parameter 

Data 

format 

1 
Instantaneous 

bandwidth 
Numerical 10 

Waveguide 

pressure 
Scalar type 

2 

Frequency 

spectrum 

distribution 

Waveform 

parameters 
11 

Waveguide 

lighter 
Scalar type 

3 Spectrum purity 
Waveform 

parameters 
12 traffic Scalar type 

4 Average power Scalar type 13 Driving power Scalar type 

5 Pulse sequence Data sequence 14 
Standing wave 

ratio 
Scalar type 

6 Peak power Scalar type 15 water pressure Scalar type 

7 Pulse envelope 
Waveform 

parameters 
16 

power supply 

voltage 
Scalar type 

8 
Machine 

efficiency 
Scalar type 17 

power supply 

current 
Scalar type 

9 
Water 

temperature 
Numerical 18 

power supply 

ripple 

Waveform 

parameters 

 

Then, four data formats are used to carry out the 

research of normalization method based on 

degradation degree. The deterioration degree refers 

to the performance degradation of a certain 

parameter relative to the nominal value. The 

deterioration degree is 0, indicating that the 

parameter has no degradation. If the deterioration 

degree is 1, the parameter is in the limit state. 

(1)Scalar type parameter 

Usually it is the single value data that changes 

within the index scale or the positive and negative 

index data with the maximum and minimum 
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monotonicity. Excitation power is a typical 

single-valued data, and its degradation degree can 

be calculated as follows. 
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(2) 

Where, jty represents the detection value of the 

No. j  parameter at time t. 1jy and 3jy represents 

the upper and lower thresholds of parameters in the 

normal nominal range. 2jy  and 4jy are the upper 

limit and lower limit threshold of the protection of 

parameters outside the normal nominal range. m
represents a control factor. 

Standing wave ratio can be treated with a 

negative index value, that is to say, the smaller the 

standing wave ratio, the better. The degree of 

deterioration is calculated as follows. 
m
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0max
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(3) 

Where, ity represents the acquired value of 

parameter at time t. 0iy represents the corresponding 

value when the deterioration degree is 0. maxy is the 

protection threshold after the parameter exceeds the 

nominal ranges. 

(2)Numerical parameter 

The elements are related to each other. The 

degradation degree of each supply voltage of 

transmitter is calculated as follows. 

ijii dd 
               

(4) 

Where, i is the weight of each power supply, 

which is proportional to the number of power 

amplifiers supplied by the switching power supply.

ijd
 

is the degradation degree of each independent 

power supply quality parameter index. 

(3)Waveform parameters 

In general, feature extraction is used to achieve 

the acquisition of parameter indexes, which are 

usually scalar or numerical. The normalization of 

deterioration degree is carried out according to the 

parameters of the above two data types. The pulse 

envelope signal of LFM is divided into the 

influence of pulse-drop, pulse-front and pulse-back 

fluctuation and pulse-top fluctuation. 

(4) Data sequence parameter 

It is also necessary to realize the normalized 

processing operation by feature extraction and 

intelligent machine learning method. According to 

the specific requirements of the transmitter's RF 

performance index and safety and reliability, the 

pulse width of the pulse sequence should not be 

higher than the protection threshold, the frequency 

should be as stable as possible, and the proportion 

of pulse leakage pulses should be reduced as far as 

possible. In this way, after extracting the data 

features, the normalization method of the 

degradation degree of waveform parameters can be 

used for processing. 

It should be noted that once the BIT technology 

or corresponding feature extraction method cannot 

accurately represent the deterioration degree of 

parameter indexes, or the average fault interval 

statistics of the characteristics of state parameter 

indexes have certain prior probability knowledge, 

the deterioration degree can usually be calculated by 

the following formula. 
k

i

i
i

T

t
d 












              

(5) 

Where, it represents the total time the last repair 

was completed. k  is the control factor. iT is the 

average interval time of the parameter index. 

According to the basic process of data fusion 

health assessment 



5

1

)()(
r

rr mPE  ,, the transmitter 

is evaluated and decided accordingly. First, the 

health assessment index of the transmitter under 

various fault conditions is divided into five levels 

according to the assessment level  1V

(Healthy), 
2 (Good), 

3 (Notice),
4 (Deterioration),

5 (Dangerous). Then, based on expert knowledge, 

the health assessment value could be

   9.0,7.0,5.0,3.0,1.0)(),(),(),(),()( 54321   PPPPPVP

after comprehensively considering the influence of 

parameter indexes at each level in AHP, it can be 

obtained that the weight factor of each parameter 

index is

 

  ,036.0,130.0,115.0,186.0,095.0,202.0,085.0,187.01  CRW

 2 0.216,0.072,0.115,0.084,0.021,0.208,0.122,0.020,0.060,0.060,0.022W 
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Then the consistency test is used to judge the 

correctness of weight calculation. Finally, the 

membership function is transformed accordingly, 

so as to obtain the basic credibility of all parameter 

indicators and the distribution of weight factors, 

and the health assessment result is 0.3073, which is 

a good grade according to the classification of 

health grade. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper researches that the health evaluation 

of solid states transmitter of intelligent substations 

was made in the analytic hierarchy process and 

degree of degradation evaluation method. Firstly, a 

full evaluation indicator set was established 

according to the latest monitoring information 

standard of the health state grid. Then, a degree of 

degradation normalization algorithm model was set 

up from the hardware level through combination of 

analytic hierarchy process, to evaluate if the 

specified function could be accomplished. An 

improvement of combining membership degree 

correction with variable weight theory was 

proposed to reduce the deviation attributable to 

fixed membership degree and constant weight. 

Finally, application in the maintaining actual 

transmitter verified that the proposed method could 

improve evaluation reliability. 
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